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ASSTRACT

The McClean uranium deposits in northern Saskatche-
wan consist of two linear zones of pods totalling 390,000
tonnes of ore @eological reserve) at 1.890 U3O3 above a
0,15V0 U3Os.m cut-off. Mineralization is confined to
within about + 35 to - I 7m of the basal unconformitv and
is closely associated with narrow, fractured zones ofbase-
ment graphitic ( -2545t/o) metasediments. The hydrogen
and oxygen isotope geochemistry of illite from recrystal-
lized sedimentary layers away from mineralization, and of
illite from altered basement ("regolith',) also away from
mineralization, indicates that: (i) the original Athabasca
sequence pore fluid had the isotopic characteristics of a typi-
cal, modern formation water (6D -45y*, OIso - + e/i;;
(ii) the high salinity of the formation-water was produced
by evaporite dissolution, and not significantly by incorpo-
ration of bitterns, a deduction consistent both with the
equatorial location (<30") of northern Saskatchewan
between - 1450 Ma and - 1300 Ma, and with the presence
of evaporite solution-collapse breccias in the overlying Car-
swell Formation; and (iii) altered basement (.,regolith")
either isotopically re-equilibrated with the original
Athabasca formation-water or was produced by formation-
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water/basement interaction. The "diagenetic-
hydrothermal" hypothesis for the origin of Canadian
unconformity-related uranium mineralization is supported
by the following evidence: (i) the 6'o0 values of the fluids
involved in a hydrothermal alteration:halo around miner-
alization and in "bleached"-facies mineralization are the
same as those estimated for the original Athabasca
formation-water (- +sy, to - + 107.); (ii) selective D
depletion of fluids from the alteration-halo/"bleached"
facies of mineralization to 6D values as low as -1251- an
be interpreted as having resulted from modification by low
AD CO2tCH4aH2SaH2 derived by interaction with
basement graphitic metasediments; (iii) D depletion of fluids
from the alteration-halo/"bleached" facies has a statisti-
cally significant correlation with U3Os grades and with
laser-probe ao{r/3gAr and conventional K,/Ar dates; (ig
fluids from the arsenide/sulfide facies of mineralizatiou
show D depletion and also a marked positive 6180 shift
from Athabasca formation-water 6180 values to values as
high as- + l87oo; the latter trend is interpreted to have
resulted from formation-water - basement oxygen isotope
exchange; and (v) the 6l&0 values of carbonate from veins
beneath mineralization (9-22 m below the unconformity)
show that a high flsQ fluid (- +6y.,to - +l7y@) did
evolve in fractured basement.

Keywords: uranium, isotopes, hydrogen, oxygen, Saskatch-
ewan.
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SoMMAIRE

Les gisements d'uranium de McClean, dans le nord de
la Saskatchewan, contiennent des r6serves de 390,@0 ton-
nes de minerai d teneur en U3O6 de 1.890 (seuil de 0.1590
U3Os.6) en lentilles 6tal6es sur deux zones lindaires. La
min6ralisation est limit6e d une bande allant de + 35 A -17
m de la discordance d la base de la s€quence; elle est asso-
ci6e i des zones €troites de fissures dans les s6diments gra-
phitiques (25-4590) du socle. La g6ochimie isotopique (oxy-
g0ne et hydrog&ne) de filite des niveaux m€tas€dimentaires
recristallisds et du socle alt6r6 ("r6golithe"), tous deux 6loi-
gn6es de la min6ralisation, montre que: (i) la phase fluide
des pores de la s6quence Athabasca originelle a les carac-
t6ristiques isotopiques d'une eau de gisement moderne typi
que (0 D = 45y@, A18O = +6ym; (ii) la salinitd 6levde de
l'eau de glsement r6sulte de la dissolution d'6vaporite, et
non pas de I'incorporation importante de saumures. Cette
d€duction est eriaccord i la fois avec la latitude fuuito-
riale (<30") du nord de la Saskatche\ean entre 1450 et 1300
Ma environ, et le ddveloppement de brbches d'effondre-
ment dans la s6quence supdrieure des dvaporites de la for-
mation CarsweU; (iii) le socle alt€r6 ("rdgolithe") est iso-
topiquemenl r€-6quilibr6 avec l'eau de gisement de la
sdquence Athabasca originelle, ou bien rdsulte d'une inte-
raction entre l'eau de gisement et le socle. Les facteurs sui-
vants favorisent une origine "diag6n€tique-hydrothermale"
pour les gisements canadiens d'uranium li6s i une discor-
dance: (i) les valeurs de 6lE O des fluides qui ont produit
une aurdole d'alt6ration hydrothermale autour des zones
min6ralisdes ainsi qu'un facies blanchi de la min6ralisation
sont celles de I'eau de gisement de la s€quence Athabasca
originelle (environ + 5 a + l07oo ); (ii) un appauwissement
s€lectif en D des fluides impliquds dans l'aur€ole d'alt€ra-
tion et dans le facies blanchi de la zone min6ralis€e, iusqu'i
des valeurs de 0D de -125y@, rdsulterait de modifications
par des fluides riches en CO2tCH4tH2StH2, d faible
6D, d6riv6s des m€tas6diments graphitiques du socle; (iii)
la diminution en D des fluides des facies altdr& montre une
corrdlation statisliquement significative avec les teneurs en
U3o6, les rapports ao6t1396t obtenus par sonde au laser,
et les datations K/Ar obtenues de fagon conventionnelle;
(iv) les fluides du facies riche en ars6niures et en sulfures
ont subi ulre diminution de la^tenzur en D ainsi qu'une aug-
mentation importante en Ol8, au deli des valeurs de l'eau
de gisement, jusqu'i des valzurs de DISO de + 18/66 ; l'enri-
chissement en 018 resulterait d'un dchange isotopique entre
I'eau de gisernent et le socle; (v) les valeurs de 0l8O des car-
bonates de fissures situdes en dessus des zones mindralis€es
(de 9 i 22 q en dessous de la discordance) indiquent qu'un
fluide i 6180 6levd (environ +6 e. +no/@) a effectivement
eu une origine dans le socle fissur6.

(Iraduit par la R&action)

Mots-cl&: uranium, isotopes, hydrogdne, oxygCne, Saskat-
chewan.

INTRoDUCTIoN

In 1984 Canada became the largest market-
economy-country uranium producer in the world.
Output was ll,l70 tonnes U, a 5590 increase over

1983 (Table 1). Output for 1986 was forecast to be
11,770 tonnes (NUKEM Market Report 1986). The
unconformity-related deposits in the Proterozoic
Athabasca basin of N. (northern) Saskatchewan are
largely responsible for this position since they now
account for 5590 oftotal Canadian production, the
remainder coming almost completely from the Elliot
Lake area (Mining Annual Review 1985). As an
example, the Key Lake operation which started
processing ore in October, 1983, has become the
world's largest uranium production center at a
designed capaciry of 4,600 tonnes U per annum (Min-
ing Annual Review 1985).

Since the discovery of the Rabbit Lake and Cluff
Lake uranium deposits in 1968 and 1969, the Pro-
terozoic Athabasca sedimentary basin, where the N.
Saskatchewan deposits are located, has been found
to contain several large orebodies. For example,
Cigar Lake and Key Lake (discovered in l98l and
1975-76) are the world's fourth and sixth largest
known uranium deposits for which reliable data are
available (see,Bray et al. 1987 for compilation). They
contain 177,M0 and 89,120 tonnes U3O3, respec-
tively. The N. Saskatchewan deposits are unusual
because of their high grades and, therefore, low
actual or potential production costs. As ex€rmples,
the Key Lake deposit averages 2.4V0 U3Os and the
Cigar Lake main pod, which contains 7490 of the
total Cigar Lake geological reserve, averages l49o
UrOr. Among the world's six largest known ura-
nium deposits (Bray et al.1987) that with the next
highest grade is Jabiluka Two (#3) in Australia at
0.39V0 U3Os. The largest, Olympic Dam (Austra-
lia), contains only -0.0690 U3Os.

The unconformity-related deposits in N. Saskatch-
ewan are thought to have formed by a "diagenetic-
hydrothermal" process in which Uvl, carried in a
relatively oxidizing formation water in the Athabasca
Basin sequence, was precipitated as Ulv compounds
by reaction with reductant produced by formation-
water interaction with fractured graphitic metasedi-
ments in the basement (Hoeve & Sibbald 1978, Hoeve
et ql. 1980, Sibbald et al. l98l). The aim of the work
presented here was to test this hypothesis by examin-
ing a specific case-history in detail (Bray et a1.1982,
1984, 1987). Although relatively small (7,020 tonnes
contained UrO), the McClean group of deposits
located I I km west-northwest of the Rabbit Lake
mine (Fig. l) has turned out to be a good choice for
the following re€rsons: (i) the group lies in the mid-
dle of an area containing at least seven other similar
uranium discoveries, including Cigar Lake, the most
important cluster defined to date in N. Saskatchewan
(Fogwill 1985, Fouques et al. 1986; Fig. l), (ii) the
geological characteristics and relationships of the
McClean mineralization are very similar to those of
larger deposits such as Cigar Lake (Fouques ef a/.
1986; see below), Key Lake (Dahlkamp 1978) and
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Midwest (Wray et al. 1985), (iii) the McClean
deposits occur €verywhere beneath -150m of
Athabasca sandstone, which is very well lithified in
places and which has thus protected the deposits
from chemical weathering (Wallis et al. 1984) afi.
(iv) the geological characteristics and relationships
of the McClean deposits have been documented
thoroughly (Wallis et al. 1983, 1984, 1985).

Grolocrcel CHARACTERISTIcS

The McClean deposits were only the second to be
found in N. Saskatchewan without the presence of
visible surface mineralization either as float or out-
crop. Discovery of the McClean North ZonLe by a
Canadian Occidental Petroleum (Minerals Divi-
sion)/INCO Metals Company joint ventureship was
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Fto. l. Location map of the Athabasca Basin, northern Saskatchewan showing the
distribution of the five main known qanium deposits in the eastern part of the
basin in relation to the Canadian Occidental/INCO property, &e southwestern
part of which contains the McClean deposits (see Fig. 5), and the surface extents
of the different Attrabasca sandstone units. CB Collins Bay, CL Cigar [ake, KL
Key [ake, MW Midwest, RL Rabbit Lake. Atlabasca sequence formation names:
I Manitou Fallr; 2 Wolverine Point; 3 Locker Lake:4 Otherside; 5 Tuma Lake;
6 Carswell and Douglas; 7 Fair Point (after Armstrong & Ramaekers 1985). The
locations of the Rumple Iake and H.L.M.I stratigraphic boreholes are also showu.
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a MaxMin EM conductor (hole 153-79 which inter-
sected 7.5190 U3O6 over l0.l m; Saracoglu el a/.
1983). The South Zone was discovered on January
14, 1980 by systematic drilling of another EM con-
ductor. Finally, 426 holes in the two zones defined
a combined geological reserve (1981) of 390,000
tonnes at a weighted average grade of 1.890 U3Og
above a 0.1590 U3Os.m cut-off (Wallis et al. 1983).

Mineralization and associated hydrothermal alter-
ation occur as two linear zones of elongate pods with
sharp grade boundaries (0.1590 U3Or.m cut-off;
Fie. 2). The Nofih Zone, which contains 72t/o of the

contained uranium, consists of forlr separate pods
totalling - 730 m in length, and averaging -15-
46 m in widrh and - 2-2I m in height (e.g., Fig. 3
showing pods N2-N4). The South Zone consists of
two pods * 22I - 280 m long..Mineralization is
highly variable in intensity, can be very high grade
(e.g., 27 .80/o U.Os over l0.l m), and is tightly con-
fined to within +35 m/-17 m of the basal uncon-
formity between the middle Proterozoic Athabasca
sequence (units B and C of the Manitou Falls For-
mation; Ramaekers l98l) and the Archean - Aphe-
biarr (Lower Proterozoic) basement. This mode of

Frc. 2. Plan and sections of the McClean uranium deposits showing,the bloqgate pods of mineralization located at the
basal unconformity, antl the spatial relationshiir between uranium miqeralization and graphitic metasediments in
the basement (modified from Wallis et al. 1984,1985). Feet are used for grade x thickness pontours because all
drilling and ore-reserve calculdtions before l98l for McCle4n deposits used Ir-nperial (British) units (e.9., Wallis el
a/. 1985).
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Canadian Occidental Petroleum LId./INCO Metals Co. joint ventureship; a similar diagram of pod Nl is given
in Wallis et ol. 1984, 1985).
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ocsurrence is characteristicof many of these deposits
(e.g., Cigar Lake, Fouques et al. 1986; Key Lake,
Dahlkamp 1978; Midwesr, Wray et al. 1985).

The basement in the McClean area consists of
meta-arkos6, meta semi-pelites and segregation peg-
matites (Fig. 2; Wallis et al. 1983). A ,.regolirh',
occurs immediately below the unconformity which
is thought to have formed either as a paleoweather-
ing profile of lateritic character before Athabasca
sedimentation (MacDonald 1985), or by diagenetic
processes after Athabasca sedimentation, or by a
combination of both processes (Bray et. al. 1987).

Mineralization is situated within and just above
semi-pelite units which typically contain 25-4501o,
and occasionally 8090, graphite (Fig.2). Fractures
and breccias occur in the basement iocks below and
within mineralization. More numeroui fractures
occur in the overlying sandstone above mineraliza-
tion. For example, fractures in the North Zone occur
in an area 45 m wide, 915 m long, and,up to 150 m
thick. Mineralization is, therefore, clearly controlled
by highly graphitic horizons in the basement and by
abundant fractures below and above the unconfor-
mity. An important point is that graphite immedi-

ately beneath mineralization shows clear evidence of
reaction; it is recrystallized to a fine-grained, ,,soot5/,'
material and, above all, shows pronounced deple-
tion zones (Wallis et al, 1983, 1984).

Mineralized rocks contain four principal mineral
assemblages: sulfide, arsenide, "bleached", and
hematite facies. The sulfide and arsenide facies are
differentiated by the relative abundances of pyrite-
bravoite to Ni-Co arsenides such as nickeline (NiAs),
pararammelsbergite (NiAs), and gersdorffite
(Ni,Co,Fe)AsS. Contacts are grad4tional, with the
sulfide facies overlying the arsenide facies. Colloform
pitchblende, euhedral uranium oxide, coffinite
(USiO)(OH)4, ferrous chlorite, siderite, illite, chal-
copyrite, sphalerite and galena are Common to both
facies (Wallis et al. 1983,1984, 1985). The bleached
and hematitic facies are characterized by black,
-5 mm to -5 cm nodules of pitchblende -
coffinite, pararammelsbergite, nickeline, and gers-
dorffite set either in a light-colored illite matrix
("bleached" facies), or in an illite matrix impreg-
nated with hematite or goethite (or both) (hematite
facies; Wallis et al. 1983, 1984). The illite was
produced by hydrothermal alteration since it clearly
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replaced both Athabasca sandstone and basement
material, quartz grains in the former being clearly
corroded. Illite as pan of a hydrothermal alteration
halo typically occurs 60 m above mineralization and
up to 150 m above some high-grade intersectirons.
Textural evidence suggests that all four mineral facies
are broadly cogenetic, but that formation of sulfide
and arsenide facies may have started earlier, and for-
mation of "bleached" and hematite facies may have
persisted later. These relationships are important
because the hydrogen and oxygen isotope characteris-
tics ofboth chlorite and illite ("bleached" facies of
mineralization and alteration halo) have been exa-
mined in this study.

As mentioned above, the McClean deposits are
small, even collectively. However, the mineralization

at McClean is remarkably similar to that at the large,
high grade, Cigar Lake discovery located only 47 km
to the southwest. Hence, it is possible that findings
at McClean may be applicable to Cigar. The similar-
ities are as follows (information from Fouques el a/.
l936): (i) mineralization is elongate (length
-18@ m), relatively narrow ( -25-105 m), and
relatively thin (-5-30 m) (Fig. 4a and b), (ii) miner-
alization is podlike (Fig. ab) and can be very high
grade (e.g., 37.7Vo U1O6 over 19 m), (iii) the bulk
of the mineralization is located as a lens (Fig. zl'c) at
the basal unconformity (+25 m, -10 m), although
some examples of perched mineralization were inter-
sected up to 200 m above the unconformity, (iv) the
orebody is directly related to a DEEPEM conduc-
tor found to consist of graphitic ( - 3-1090), sulfide-

High mognetic
zone

0  I  2  3 k m

-so-f *"r";ttkness 
contour

Fto. 4. Cigar Lake uranium deposit (modified from Fouques et al. 198Q. (A) The
1.8 km-long mineralized zone showing its lin€arity and spatial relationship to a
graphitic DBEPEM conductor. (B) Contoured grade x thicknos contours oftle
Cigar Lake East zone showing the pod nature of the mineralization. (C) Vertical
section of the Cigar Lake East Zone along the section line given in @) showing
tle thin lens of mineralization located exactly at (- +25m to -l0m) tle basal
unconformity above graphitic-(-3-l0Vo), sulfide-bearing (- l-50/0) augen gneiss.
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bearing (-l-590) augen gneiss (Fig.4a), (v) the
immgdiate subjacent basement is faulted (2 sets) with
some fracture zones controlling hydrothermal alter-
ation, (vi) the mineralization consists of uraninite,
pitchblende, later coffinite, pyrite-bravoite, a suite
of Ni-Co arsenides and sulfarsenides, a suite of Cu,
Zn and. Pb sulfides, and a complex sheet silicate -
siderite gangue, (vii) the deposit is surrounded by an
intense clay-alteration halo, extending above miner-
alization for as much as 200 m, which consists
predominantly of illite (up to - 30q0), and an illite-
chlorite envelope immediarely around mineralization,
and (viii) within the upper few meters of basement
alteration beneath mineralization is a graphite-
depletion zone which contains carbonaceous "gtob-
ulest t.

SaMpr-s Dnscruprtons aNo
ANALYTTCAL Pnocsounss

Since the objective of this work was to test the
"diagenetic-hydrothermal" hypothesis for the ori-
gin of the unconformity-related uranium deposits in

N. Saskatchewan (Hoeve & Sibbald 1978, Hoeve e/
ol. 1980, Sibbald et ol. l98l) rhe 6D and 6180 va.lues
of a variety of mainly secondary materials have been
determined in order to characterize the original
hydrogen and oxygen isotope geochemistry of pore
fluids in the Athabasca sandstone sequence, fluids
which interacted with basement away from mincr-
alization, fluids involved in the hydrothermal alter-
ation halo around mineralization, fluids involved in
both principal types of mineralization
(arsenide/sulfide and "bleached"/hematite facies),
and also fluids which interacted with basement
beneath mineralization. Analyzed materials thus
include:
(t) Recrystallized sedimentary-layer illite away from
mineralization (n : 4; as many as were obtainable)
with K/Ar and laser probe 40Ar,/3eAr dates of 1485
t 55 Ma (lo) - ll30 t I Ma (n : 5), which are
closely similar to dates of 1459 + 4 Ma - 1ll3 J
I I Ma (r : 3) for clearly secondary diagenetic illite
interstitial to sandstone quartz grains (age data from
Bray et al. 1987). Sample locations are given in the
appendix and in Figure 5, and data are given in
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FIc. 5. Sample location maps. Drafted from Canadian Occidental Petroleum Ltd./INCO Metals Co. base maps.
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Table 2. Samples are from up to 5 km from known
mineralization, and from between 0.5 m and 118 m
above the unconformity.
(ii) Secondary illite from feldspar pseudomorphs in
altered basement ("regolith") away from minerali-
zation (n = 6) which give K/Ar ages of 1482 +
49 Ma - 1262 t 44 Ma (n = 6), closely compara-
ble to those obtained from interstitial diagenetic illite
and illite from recrystallized sedimentary layers (see
above). Samples are from up to 5 km from known
mineralization and from up to 33 m below the
unconformity (Appendix and Fig. 5).
(iii) illite from hydrothermally altered rocks sur-
rounding mineralization, and from the "bleached"
facies of mineralization (n : 14; Table 2). Exact
sample locations are given in the appendix, and in
Figure 5 which shows outlines of the pods. Most
samples (12) were obtained from the North Zone as
it contains the best developed "bleached"/hematite
facies mineralization. Laser probe 4o{r/'e{r
(n : 10) and K/Ar (n : l0) dates for this type of
material show a sharp beginning at -132.0 Ma, a
peak in the 1250-1150 Ma age bracket, and a tail to
dates as young as 1002 a 33 Ma (Bray et al. 1987).
These dates show significant overlap with the ages
of the illites discussed in categories (i) and (ii) above,
falling in the younger part of the range.
(iv) Secondary chlorite samples from the arsenide
and sulfide facies of mineralization(n = 7; Table 3,
Fig. 5) most of which (6) are from the South Zone
where these facies are developed best. Estimation of
the chlorite dr8O values (see bottom of Table 3)
required determination of the oxygen isotopic com-
position of typical unmineralized Athabasca sand-
stone samplc (n : 5; Table 2).
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(v) Disseminated and vein carbonate samples (14
siderite; 2 calcite) from within the sulfide and
arsenide facies of mineralization, and from veins in
and below mineralization (Appendix, Table 4,
Fig. 5). The five vein samples from beneath miner-
alization occur in graphitic metasediments up to 22 m
below the unconformity.

Sillicate 6D, silicate dr8O and calcite 6180 values
were determined, respectively, by Krueger Enter-
prises, Inc. (Geochron Laboratories Division), by
F.J.L. at the Depanment of Geology, University of
Alberta, and by the Isotope Laboratory, University
of Waterloo, Ontario, using standard techniques.
The 1<r uncertainties are + 2o/oo, ! 0.2o/oo and =
0.2/*. The siderite-bearing samples did not react sig-
nificantly even after a week in contact with phos-
phoric acid at 25"C, probably because of the for-
mation of an impermeable layer of iron phosphate.
The 6rEO values of the siderite samples were deter-
mined by Dr. H.R. Krouse, Department of Geology,
University of Calgary, by reaction with SnCl, at
300oC in a closed pyrex tube for 30 min. Standards
were run alongside the unknowns because the latter
method can give results up to 2/* different from the
phosphoric acid technique. The uncertainty was esti
mated to be x. 0.2o/sn (lo).

IsoropE FnacnolqantoN FAcroRs AND TUE
TnMpnxeruns ron EsrnuauNc FLUrD dD

al.lD 6180 YALUES

The following isotope-fractionation factors were
used to calculate fluid parameters:

(r) 6D (illite):Marumo et al. (1980)givefour empir-
ical sericite - water hydrogen isotope fractionation
factors from the Ohnuma geothermal system in
northeastern Japan which are similar within a l3G-
250oC temperature range Gn.O, -n.0, -26.3, -
23.Q. Hence, an arithmetic mean of -26.0 is taken.
(iD d'8O Gllite): Eslnger & Savin's (1973) empiri-
cal data from tlre Ohaki -Broadlands gmthermal sys-
tem in New Zealand are used.
(iii) AD @hlorite): Marumo et ol. (1980) report 2l
empirical chlorite - water hydrogen isotope fractio-
nations for temperatures between 130"C and 250'C.
They suggested that there was a relationship between
the fractionation factor and the Fel(Fe + Mg) ratio
of the chlorite without testing whether or not there
was a coincidental correlation with temperature. As
shown in Figure 6, there is a statistically significant
correlation with 106.T-2, but no preferred relation-
ship with Fe/(Fe + Mg). Interpretation of the tem-
perature relationship is problematical, however,
because the slope is positive, unlike all other known
silicate - water hydrogen isotope fractionation curves
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Frc.6. Chlorite - water hydrogen isotope fractionation
data between l30oC and 250oC from the Ohnuma
geothermal system, Japan (Marumo et al. 1980). The
data show a statistically significant positiv.e correlation
with 106.T-2 (r.*ur.c = 0.729 ) r*it = 0.433, for 19
degrees of freedom at the 9570 confidence level). The
positive correlation is unlike all known silicate - water
hydrogen isotope fractionation curves (e.g., Taylor
1979), and there is no consistent relationship between
ln o and Fel(Fe+Mg) ratio (data points for
Fel(Fe + Mg) < and > 0.38 are divided equally by the
regression line).
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(e.g., Taylor 1979). Hence, the mean value of -34.9
is taken as an approximation to the fractionation fac-
tor within the 130-250"C temperature range. This
value is almost identical to that for serpentine -
HrO at 2ff)"C (Wenner & Taylor 1973), suggesting
that it is reasonable.
(ig 6180 @hlorite): Wenner & Taylor,s (l97l)
empirical curve is used. Their curve recently has been
supported experimentally at 250C and 300'C by
Cole (1985).
(v) 6'60 (siderite): Becker & Clayton's (197A data
are used.
(vi) 6'180 ftalcite): Friedman & O'Neil's (1977)
modification of O'Neil e/a/.'s (1969) original curve
is used.

Estimated temperature ronge for mineralizotion
The best etimate for the temperature range of

hydrothermal processes near the base of the
Athabasca sequence is from fluid-inclusion data for
the Rabbit Lake deposit and from the Rumple Lake
stratigraphic drillhole located near the center of the
basin (Fig. l). Fluid-inclusion studies of quartz and
dolomite from Rabbit Lake (which relate to stage II
mineralization there), and of overgrowths on clas-
tic quartz grains from the Rumple Lake hole sug-
gest atemperature of - l@-220"C. Fluid-inclusiou
data also indicate that the basin was permeated by
Na-Ca-Cl brines containing 30 equiv. wt.go NaCl,
that this fluid was also involved in mineralizatiou,
and that mineralization at Rabbit Lake took place
beneath a minimum of - 3000 m of sediment (Pagel
1y75,lW, Pagel & Jaffrezic |VTT,Pagel et ol. 1980),
These data lend considerable support to the
"diagenetic-hydrothermal" hypothesis as they indi-
cate tlat hydrothermal processes took place at a rela-
tively advanced stage of basin evolution. The latter
point has been supported by radiometric dating
which indicate that mineralization in sweral deposits
started - 100-150 Ma after Athabasca sedimentation
(e,9., Bray et ol. 1987). Fluid inclusions were
searched for in Mc{lean material but, unfortunately,
none were found which would permit a representa-
tive study definitely relatable to mineralization. Some
support is given to the temperature range of - 160-
22n"C, however, from oxygen isotope partition
between siderite and chlorite in arsenide/sulfide
facies mineralization (At8O - 8.7/s0 from data in
Tables 3 and 4) which yields a very approximate tem-
perature of - 180"C. Hence, all calculated fluid 6D
and drsO values have been standardized to 200oC.

In estimating fluid parameters a salt correction has
been applied, using Truesdell's (1974) data (quoted
in Friedman & O'Neil 1977), only for dl8O, equiva-
lent data being unavailable for 6D. A salt correction
is important in thi$ case (-2.2o/oi because the fluid-
inclusion data suggest that high-salinity brines con-
taining -30 equiv. wt.9o NaCl were involved.

Fluro 6D - 6180 GrccHEMrsrRy (200'C)

Pore fluids in the Athabosco sequence
Calculated fluids in equilibrium with recrystallized

illite in sedimentary layers define a tight 6D - 6180
cluster ( - -45Ya, - + 6o/u) which conesponds closely
with the 0D and 6180 values of a typical moderu,
evolved formation water such as that in the western
Canada sedimentary basin (Fig. 7). The latter fluids
are interpreted to be meteoric water - connate sea
water mixtures which have undergone variable rock-
water oxygen isotope exchange (e.9., Hitchon &
Friedman 1969). Although the Athabasca field over-
laps a corner of the general primary magmatic-water
box (Taylor 1979), there is no additional evidence
to consider that magmatic fluids could have been
involved (e.g., no intrusions in the McClean deposits,
no major intrusions with relevant ages in the base-
ment, only minor mafic dykes elsewhere in the
Athabasca basin, and most ofthese dykes have youn-
ger ages: Bray et al. 1987).

Possibilities for the origin of the high salinities of
the Athabasca pore fluids (- x 9 sea water) include
dissolution of evaporites, a complete or partial ori-
gin as evaporative brines (bitterns), and boiling. The
last process can be discounted on the basis of nega-
tive fluid-inclusion evidence, i.e.,lack of variable
gas: liquid ratios (e.g., Pagel 1975, Paeel et al. 1980).
Evaporation and dissolution of evaporites can be dis-
criminated by the 6D - dr8O characteristics of the
fluids. During the initial stages of sea-water evapo-
ration the Iight isotopa fractionate preferantially into
the vapor phase, as would be expected (Fig.7).
Highly identifiable fluids are produced with positive
6D values of up to - +20l/@, such as those in the
Gulf Coast area (Fig. 7; Holser 1979). However,
above a salinity of -l4Vo the effect reverses (Fig. 7)
with 6D returning to U/@ at ahrgh salinity of - 4Oslo
and a 6rEO of - +5/6e. For a salinity of -3090,
dD= +5%o and 6180= +6-7yoo, values which do
not correspond with the estimated Athabasca pore
fluid dD and 6180 estimates (Fig. 7). The original
Athabasca basin formation-waters, therefore, were
probably not bitterns, and the high fluid-inclusion
BrlCl ratios measured by Pagel & Jaffreac (1977)
must have an alternative explanation such as diagen-
esis of organic matter in shales exposed in the Car-
swell structure, as discussed by Pagel et ql. (1980).
Hence, the origin of the high salinity of the
Athabasca formation-waters $eems to have been sim-
ply evaporite solution, as can be the case in modern
sedimentary basins (e.9., the large zone of evaporite
dissolution in the wstern Canada sedimentary basin;
Worsley & Fuzesy 1979). This deduction is reasona-
ble because fluid-inclusion pressure estimates indi-
cate that > - 1,500 m of sediment which could have
contained evaporites have been erosionally removed,
the topmost Carswell Formation consists of >5ffi m
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Ftc. 7. Estimated fluid tD and 6lsO values for original pore fluids in the Athabasca sequence (from recrystallised

sedimentary layerg, fluids which interacted with basement away from mineralization (from "regolith"), fluids which
were involved in the hydrothermal alteration halo and in "bleached"-facies mineralization, fluids which were involved
in chloritic ars€nide- and sulfide-facies mineralization, and fluids which were in equilibrium with carbonate witiin
and below mineralization. The latter fluid-isotope estimates are compared with fluid-isotope values for meteoric
water, formation-waters from the Alberta, Michigan, Illinois and Gulf Coast Basins (from Taylor 1979), evapo-
rated sea waters (Flolser 199), Canadian Shield brines (Frape & Fritz 1982), and fluids in equilibrium with base-
ment graphitic semi-pelites, initially illitic clays, under rock > > waterdominated conditions at 2@oC (see text).
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of algal laminites and oolitic and stromatolitic dolo-
stones with evaporite pseudomorphs and evaporite
solutiou-collapse breccias (Hendry & Wheatley
1985), and palaeomagnetic data indicate that N.
Saskatchewan was equatorially located in the rele-
vant time interval. Regarding the last point,
palaeomagnetic reconstructions (Irving 1979) indi-
cate that, between deposition of the Manitou Falls
Formation which immediately overlies the host Wol-
verine Point Formation (1430 t 30 Ma; Armstrong
& Ramaekers 1985) and the start of uranium miner-
alization (at - 1350-1300 Ma; e.g.,Bray et ol. 1987),
the Athabasca Basin was within 30' of the equator.
In fact, at 14fi) Ma, the Basin was only 5" from the
equator, and at 1350 Ma was on the equator. The
6D and 6180 data also indicate that the Athabasca
pore fluids were not Canadian Shield brines @rape

& Fritz 1982); the latter are characterized by 6D-
6180 values above the meteoric water line (Fig. 7).

An implication of the origin of high fluid salinity
by evaporite dissolution is that the higlr-density
brines would have sunk gravitationallyto occupy the
bottom of the sedimentary basin. This process has
recently been documented in the Salton Sea geother-
mal system, California (Williams & McKibben 1987)
where a deep, hot (up to 360"C), saline (19-26 wt.9o
TDS) brine formed by evaporite dissolution is sepa-
rated from an overlying less saline (<1090 TDS)
brine by a sharp, density-controlled interface.

Fluids which interacted with bosement away Jrom
mineralizotion

Fluids which interacted with basement over the

a Holo illile!
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same age range as that for formation of diagenetic
interstitial illite (see above; Bray et ol. 1981) have
similar calculated 6D and 6rEO values to those esti-
mated for the original Athabasca pore fluids (Fig. 7).
Hence, the fluid which produced altered basement
in its final form either from a weathered "regolith",
or an unweathered precursor, was isotopically the
same as the Athabasca formation-water. In the
McClean area, basement alteration typically pene-
trates -20 - 100 m (Wallis et al. 1983,1984), and
alteration at Cigar increases in thickness under
mineralization to-l@ m (Fouques et ol. 1986).

Fluids involved in hydrothermal alteration and
" b leached " facies mineralization

Fluids in equilibrium with illite from the
hydrothermal alteration halo around mineralization
and from "bleached" facies mineralization show a
very disrinctive elongate 6D - 6t8O field (Fig.7).
The range of 6180 values (- +5/oo to +10/oo) is
constant and is basically the same as that calculated
for Athabasca formation-waters. In contrast, the
hydrogen-isotope ratios define a large range of
*90%o, extending from 6D values coincident with
those of Athabasca formation-waters ( -

-35o/oo to --600/oi to values ds low as
- l25y@(Bray et al. 1984). There is a slight associa-
tion between the lowest 6D values and higher 6180
values.

The 6D variation also shows a very close relation-
ship with uranium mineralization. In the plans and
sections of the North and South Zone pods in
Figure 8 it can be seen that all illite 6D values (meas-
ured) > -79Ym@: 5)eitherlietothesideof (180,
2076) or above (1208, 2n65,2n71,2fi6) the 0.5q0
U3os.ft grade x thickness cut-off contour, whereas
all illite 6D values (measured) s -102/* (z : 9) lie
within mineralization. Samples with the lowest 6D
values such as 2058 (-135%o), 2038
(-137o/oi,1136 (-l42yo; and 2019 (-15trl*) lie close
to or within the highest grade mineralization. This
relationship also can be seen in a graph of illite dD
(measured) versus oloUrOs for the assayed l-2 ft.
lengths of half-core which contain the analyzed illite
samples (Fig. 9). The plot shows particularly well
that there is a 6D gap between - -8U/* and - -
100/oo (measured) which corresponds to the differ-
ence between zero and weak mineralization
(> -0.05V0 U:Os).

Hence, it is apparent that the hydrogen, but not

Plon

A
Athdbo@ ondabna

Moloedinfrlr

J SW pod McCLEAN SOUTH SE pod toc,o::a=--t ' ;-=--=--., .r----. 
J'  B, G 

*B'

i{2osr-73r \-/ r-i;L."rfr-
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,/line6li:ed de. oro dot;od br o
dbr. An @hi. inlordlo it
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FIc. 8. Contoured plans and sections of the Mcclean mineralized pods. Illite from hydrothermal alteration and
"bleached"-facies mineralization with 6D values (measured) z -79Yor (r:5) lies outside mineralization, either to
the side or above, whereas illite with dD values (measured) s -102y@ (r:9) lies within mineralization. Samples
with the lowest 6D values (-150/* to -l357oo) lie close to or within the highest grade mineralization. (Drafted from
Canadian Occidental Petroleum Ltd. / INCO Metals Co. long sections).
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the oxygen-isotope compositions of the fluids
associated with the hydrothermal alteration halo and
"bleached" facies mineralization were modified
selectively in direct association with uranium miner-
alization. An explanation for the low dD values must
take into account two other observations: (l) the
graphite depletion/modification observed beneath
the ore zone, and (2) the negative 6l3C values for
ore-zone carbonate (-l3.2y, to -l.7Ym; n = L4)
relatable to more negative basement graphite
(-25.6/*to -19.6y@, n : 6iBray et al. 1982) which
establish an isotopic connection with processes within
the basement. Hence, we suggest (Bray et al. L984)
that the fluid 6D values were changed selectively by
interaction with isotopicaly lieht hydrogen contained
in CH4 t H2S t H2 derived by interbctiou with
basement graphitic metasediment (e.9., Taylor 1979,
who pointed out this possibilitD. Ar 200'C CHa is
68/6s lighter than HzO (Fig. 10; Friedman & O'Neil
1977). For Athabasca formation-water with 6D --
50700, the 6D of CHo in equilibrium would have
been - -lN/*. Upward movement of the CH4 and
oxidation to H2O and CO2, evident also from the
low carbonate 6l3C values of -l3.2Yoo to l.7yos,
would have selectively lowered the 6D value of the
formation-water. Interestingly, the lowest calculated
"bleached" facies 6D value of --l25y6corresponds

Frc. 9. I[ite 6D (measured) plotted against 9o U3O6 for the
assayed l-2 ft lengths of half-core which contain the
analyzed illite samples. Note that samples with less-
negative 6D value (> -:79p/n;n: 5) contain no uranium,
whereas samples with 6D s -102o/oo (E:9) contain
>0.0590 U3Os, and up to -9qo U3Os.

to the maximum depletion which CHn could have
produced. This process would have been enhanced
by any H2S produced and oxidized: both dissolved
and gaseous H2S are hydrogen-isotopically depleted
relative to liquid HrO in isotopic equilibrium, at all
temperatures (Fig. 10; Neuburg et al. 1977). For
example, at 2ffi"C, 6D(H2O.I) - 6D(H2S.I) =
508%o and 6D(H2O.1) - 6D(HzS.g) = 492o/oo
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Ftc. 10. Hydrogen isotope fractionations between H2OO and CH4G) (calculated

from Friedman & O'Neil lnT,Il2S(gt)/H;50) 0atter two from Neuburg et a/.
1977) and H2@) (calculated from Friedman & O'Neil 1977; same formar as Fried-
man & O'Ne" 1977). T:he irregular shape of the 6D(H2O.l)-6(CHn.g) curve is a
consequence of combining the 6D(H2O.I)-6D(H2O.g) and 6D(tI2O.g)-6D(CHa.g)
curves.
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(Fig. l0; 6D(H2S.I) refers to H2S dissolved in liquid
H2O). Additional depletion also would have
resulted from oxidation of H2 because at ?.40"C H2
is very much lighter, by -7Woo, than HzO

(Fig. l0; Friedman & O'Neil 1977). CO2 t CH4 3
H2S a H2 may have formed a physically separate
gas phase: their solubilities in saline brines are not
very high lscauss oftle salting-out effect. For exarn-
ple, at 2ff)oC and 7CI bar @agelet al. 1980) the solu-
bilities of CHo and CO2 in -30 wt.9o NaCl solu-
tion are -l,300ppm (McGee et al. l98l) a\d
-30,m0 ppm Clakenouchi & Kennedy 1965),
respectively. The existence of CO2, CHa and S spe-
cies is shown by gas chromatographic analysis of
gases released by heating (140-6@oC fraction) illitic
sheet silicates associated witl "bleached" facies
mineralization and chloritic material from the
arsenide/ sulfide facies (see Fig. I l, and caption for
analytical methods). CO2 and CHa were detected as
well-defined peaks (Fig. 1l), and the presence of S
species was evident from a deposit of sulfur in the
glass degassing tube as well as gas-chromatographic
detection of H2S and SO2 at longer retention times.
The original form of the S species is unknown
because of high-temperature reactions during degass-
rng. CO2/CHa ratios of 28 arrd 652 (Fig. I l) suggest
that CO2 was the dominant carbon gas species
prgsent.

Generation of buoyant vapor bubbles could have
considerably enhanced geochemical transfer of gase-
ous species from the basement to the overlying sand-
stone, which otherwise might not have occurred very
readily from small fractures, and would have effi-
ciently supplied reductant for the precipitation of
UIv oxides. CO2 in a separate gas phase could have
caused a positive 6lEO shift in the overlying
Athabasca formation-water since, at 2@oC, it is
-26y* heavier than H2O in equilibrium (Friedman
& O'Neil 1977). However, the effect would not have
been large because the CO2 would have been con-
tinuously in contact with and exchanging with the
overlying formation-water. The effect, if any, was
small because ofthe general lack ofan observed posi-
tive dr8O shift. However, the effect might explain
the slightly higher 6r&0 values of the lowest dD
fluids (see below for an alternative explanation).

In conclusion, upward mass-transfer of CO2 t
CH4 t H2S t H2 can explain the closeness of the
relationship between dD and uranium mineralization
because CH4 * H2S t H2 would have been, simul-
taneously, the source of the isotopically light hydro-
gen and the reductant to precipitate UvI in solution
as UIv oxides. The process might also explain an
unusual statistically signifi cant relationship observed
between illite 6D values (measured), and 4oAr/3eAr

and K/Ar ages (l l pairs, Fig. l2). The most depleted
6D values correlate with the youngest ages, as well
as with the higher UrOr grades (Fig. 9), a relation-
ship which can be interpreted as a consequence of
longer periods of CHa t H2S t H2 (reductant)
supply which caused lower dD's, younger ages, and
more concentrated U mineralization.
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( i l l i te )
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0.5o somole
400--600bC trocrion
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minutes
Fto. 11. Gas chromatograms of carbon gas species

released by heating samples of deuterium-depleted
"bleached"-facies i[ite (sample 201!541 in the N3 pod;
6D = -l507oo ; Fig. 5) and chloritic material in
arsenide,/sulfide facies (sample 2038-534 from the NIA
pod; Fig. 5). The traces, which are represertative of a
further 15 samples, show welldefined "air" (N2, 02,
Ar), CH4 and CO2 peaks. Retention times and peak
areas have been calibrated usinggas mixtures ofknown
composition. The corrected CO2lCHa ratios are?3 v/v
(2019-541) and 652 v/v QO38-534) suggesting that CO2
was the principal carbon gas species present. The "air"
peak is not all from tle sample because "air" was
introduced during sample injection in the simple
experimental lschnique used. CO2 and CHa from air
were not detected, as determined by blank runs. The
0.5 g samples were degassed for at least 30 min. at
l40oC, and ttre gas removed prior to degassing at higher
temperatures. Analyses, on 50 pl mmple withdrawn by
syringe from a heated silica glass tube, were carried out
on a Hewlett Packard HP 5890 gas chromatograph
using a l/8' x l0' column of Porapak Q (100/120
mesh) at 30"C. Carrier gas: helium. Injector tempera-
ture: 120oC. Detector type: TCD. Detector tempera-
ture: l20oC. Flow rates: 19.5 cm3lmin (coluqn) and
50.0 cm3lmin (reference).
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Fluids involved in arsenide/sulfide facies minerali
zation (6D and 6t8O from chlorites)

Calculated fluids in equilibrium with chlorite from
arsenide,/sulfide facies ninslalized sandstones show
an inclined 6D - 6180 distribution different from
that of alteration halo,/"bleached" facies minerali-
zation fluids (Fig.7). The range of 6D values
(- -70%o to --115%0) corresponds satisfactorily
with that of the more negative halo,/"bleached"
facies fluids which are associated with > 0.0590
UrO, mineralization, and is also interpreted to be a
result of interaction with hydrogen-isotopicallyJight
CH4 t H2S a H2. CO2, CHn and S species also
have been detected gas-chromatographically by heat-
ing chloritic material (Fig. 1l). The fluid 6180
values, on the other hand, range from values esti-
mated to be typical of the original Athabasca
formation-waters and alteration halo,/"bleached"
facies, to values shifted positively as high as -
+ l8%0. Hence, the fluids of the arsenide/sulfide
facies mineralization may have been concomitantly
enriched in r8O and depleted in deuterium (Fig. 7).
Carbon and sulfur isotope data clearly indicate
geochemical linkage between basement processes and
mineralization (Bray et al. 1982), and
arsenide/sulfide facies mineralization occurs in base-
ment as much as 17 m below the unconformity
(Wallis et al. 1984). Hence, the fluid 6rEO shift is
interpreted to be a result of formation-HrO - base-
ment interaction. Sedimentary clays, the precursors
to the basement graphitic semipelites, have 6180
values typically between - +l5o/oo and - +25Y*
(e.9., Hoefs 1980). The salt-corrected illite - water
drsO fractionation at 200"C is - +4yoo, and thus
fluids in equilibrium with basement under rock-
dominated conditions would have had 6180 values
of - + lll6to - +2ll*@ig. 7), a range which cor-
responds closely to that of the 6180 enriched fluids
in equilibrium with chlorite (- + l3y(s to - + l87oo).
The cause of fluid flow out of the basement into the
overlying sediments is not known. However, two-
phase flow induced by upward vapor-bubble migra-
tion would clearly have been an effective mechan-
ism. Mixing with such an r8O-enriched fluid could
also have produced the slightly higher 6rEO values
of the lowest 6D halo/"bleached" facies fluids
(Fig. 7; see above).

The inclined 6D - 6180 trend shown by the fluids
in equilibrium with the chlorites is interpreted to indi-
cate that the zone of arsenide/sulfide mineralization
was the site of mixingbetwen formation-waters (oxi-
dized) and fluids which had interacted with basement
(reduced). Hence, the isotope data show a definite
correlation between the interpreted zone of poten-
tial redox reactions and UIv precipitation. The
"bleached" facies of mineralization and the halo
were above the main fluid-mixing zone.
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t400

Ag"' too
(Moltzoo
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1000
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Frc. 12. Relations between illite laser-probe 4Arl9Ar and

conventional K-Ar ages @ray et al. 1987) and meas-
ured 6D values for illites from recrystallized sedimen-
tary layers, altered basement away from mineralization
("regolitl"), and tlrc hydrothermal alteration halo and
"bleached" mineralization facies. The age versus
halo/"bleached"-facies illite 6D data show a statisti-
cally significant nggative correlation (r.*."4 : -0.655
(rcit = -0.602 for 9 degrees of freedom at the 9590
confidence level). The sedimentary layer and "regolith"
illites show a range from ages appropriate to their rela-
tively less negative 6D values to older ages. These rela-
tionships suggest that measured 6D values of --80too
to -60%n reflect formation-waters, whereas the more
negative values (< -1020/@, and down to -142/6in this
diagram) reflect deuterium depletion.

Fluids in and below arsenide/sulfide facies miner-
alization (6180 from carbonotes)

Siderite is a major component of arsenide/sulfide
facies mineralization as can be seen from the CO2
contents (Table 4) which average 6.6 + 4.4 wt.Vo
COr(n = 8). The siderite occur$ as -500 pm par-
ticles scattered throughout the chlorite-illite matrix
which surrounds embayed quartz grains (Wallis e/
al. 1984). The calculated 6180 values of fluids in
equilibrium with this disseminqted carbonate show
exactly the same range of 6180 values as that calcu-
lated from coexisting chlorite (Fig. 7), a reflection
of the fact that the average carbonate-chlorite DlsO
fractionation gives a reasonable temperature of
- 180'C (see above). This correspondence is satis-
factory because if confirms the positive 6180 shift
deduced from chlorites associated with the
arsenide/sulfide facies mineralization.

The dr8O values of fluids in equilibrium with car-
bonate in veires below mineralization are exactly the
same as those for disseminated carbonate (and chlo-
rite; Fig. 7). Five of the eight values were derived
from veins well within basement, specifically 9 m,
12 m, 13 m,?.0 mand22 m below the unconformity.
This similarity indicates that a fluid with the 6180
values inferred for that involved in arsenide/sulfide
facies uranium mineralization did evolve in the base-
ment. Hence, basement - fluid interaction is sup-
ported as a mechanism for generating the positive

r holo illirer
regreoion of holo illifer only

e illiter trom redimenlory loyen
o i l l i tes
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drsO shifts. Four of the five samples from veins in
basement give 0l8O values at the high end of the
total range (+2l.4yoo to +25.1o/oo, measured, c;f,
+ 15.2Yoo to + 25.2o/oo for disseminated carbonate;
Table 4), as would be expected. Also, the dr3C
values for vein carbonate from below and within
arsenide,/sulfide facies mineralization are the same
(Bray et ol. 1982), adding further support.

Reasons against meteoric water exchange
It has been suggested that the low 0D values of

illite were produced by later exchange with meteoric
waters with 6D values comparable to those of
modern meteoric water in tJre Athabasca basin (Wil-
son et al, 1987). The two strongest items of evidence
against this interpretation are:

(i) As shown clearly in Figure 8, dD depleted illfte
samples are enclosed in an envelope of undepleted
material both to the side ond above. Wilson el a/.
(1987) demonstrated for the Key Lake deposit that
illite from the proximity of the ore zone cannot be
differentiated (crystallographically) from other illite.
Hence, the interpretation of meteoric-water exchange
suggests that water passed through some illite
without exchange in order to react with some other
identical illite, an unlikely possibility.

(ii) In the McClean deposits D-depleted illite and
chlorite samples are intimately intergrown with U
oxides which are highly reactive with medium-high
Eh groundwater of meteoric origin. The deposits are
contained in hematite-bearing, diagenetically altered
Athabasca sandstone containing no minerals to
reduce the Eh of meteoric groundwaters. How then
could recent meteoric waters have exchanged with
illite and chlorite without reacting with the primary
U oxides?

The above arguments are suppofted by four addi-
tional points:

(i) Figure 6 of Wilson et al. (1987) clearly shows
an interesting observation: not only is the interlamel-
lar HrO D-depleted, but the hydroxyl H2O is also
depleted. Hence, Wilson et a/. (1987) are suggesting
that the isotopic modification of hydroxyl H has
occurred without reactive crystallographic change of
the illite from a high-grade diagenetic/low-grade
metamorphic 3rpolytype to a low-temperature lM
polytype. This lack of change is unlikely consider-
ing that Bray et ol.'s (1987) work has shown that the
illite has not been reheated above - l40oc.

(ii) The youngest McClean illite sample not within
- 2 mm of a U mineral nodule (Bray et at. 1987)
has an age of 1002 t 33 Ma (Fig. l2). Hence, rhe
meteoric-water exchange interpretation sugge$ts
modification of hydroxyl as well as interlamellar H,
the latter being in sites similar to those of K, without
complete liberation of uncharged radiogenic Ar; this
is another unlikely possibiliry.

(iii) D depletion of the illite samples is supported

by D depletion of chlorite samples. For example, the
6D values of fluids calculated to be in equilibrium,
as shown in Figure 7, show significant overlap.
Hence, the interpretation of meteoric-water exchange
also suggests D exchange with chlorites, unaccom-
panied by reaction either of the chlorite or the inter-
grown U oxides.

(iv) The clearest discriminatory test between the
two interpretations would be to determine the 6D
values of primary fluid inclusions relatable to U
mineral deposition. Pagel et a/. (1980) present 9 6D
determinations for fluid inclusions in their stage II
dolomite-bearing samples from the Rabbit Lake
deposit which define a3lo/oo range from -94o/ooto
-630/n6. Reference to Figure 7 shows that values of
-940/oo, -81o/ss anLd -79o/no are well within the calcu-
lated illite and chlorite D-depleted fluid fields.
Hence, Pagel et a/.'s (1980) determinations demon-
strate the occurrence of D-depleted, high-
temperature fluids (homogenization temperatures :

119,5-1M.7 " C) during mineralization.

Suuveny oF PRINCIPAL CoNcT,usToNs

l. The estimated 6D and 6180 values of the origi-
nal Athabasca sequence pore fluid ( -
45Y*, - + 6/n6) are similar to those of some evolved,
modern formation-waters.

2. The high salinity (-30 equiv. wt.9o NaCl) of
the Athabasca formation-water was produced by
evaporite dissolution, a deduction which corresponds
with the fact that the upper part of the Athabasca
sequence (Carswell formation) contains evaporite
solution-collapse breccias (Hendry & Wheatley
1985). The fluids were not bitterns or equivalent to
modern Canadian Shield brines. An implication of
the origin the high fluid salinity by evaporite disso-
lution is that the hiefr-density brines would have sunk
gravitationally to the bottom of the sedimentary
basin, a process which has recently been documented
from the Salton Sea geothermal system, California
(Williams & McKibben 1987).

3. The 6D and 6180 values ofthe fluids recorded
by altered basement "regolith" are not those of
meteoric waters which would have been involved in
chemical weathering, but are similar to those inferred
for the original Athabasca formation-water. Hence,
altered basement either completely re-equilibrated
isotopically with the formation-water, or was
produced directly by formation-water/basement
interaction.

4. The "diagenetic-hydrothermal" hypothesis for
the origin of Canadian unconformity-related ura-
nium mineralization (Hoeve & Sibbald 1978, Hoeve
et al. 1980,Sibbald el aL l 98 l) is strongly suppofied
by isotopic evidence for formation-water/basement
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interaction and generation of reductant: (D 6180
values of the fluids involved in the hydrothermal
alteration halo and in "bleached"-facies minerali-
zation are the same as those calculated for the origi-
nal Athabasca formation-water (- +5o/oo to -
+10/6o); (ii) 6D depletion of fluids from the
alteration-halo,/"bleached" facies of mineralization
to values as low as - -125o/oo can be interpreted as
a result of selective modification by hydrogen-
isotopically-light CH4 I H2S t H2 derived by
interaction with basement graphitic metasediments;
(iii) 6D depletion of fluids from the alteration-
halo,/"bleached" facies of mineralization correlates
with higher UrO, grades and with younger laser-
probe $Arl3eAr and conventional K,/Ar ages;
(i9 calculated arsenide/sulfide-facies mineralization
fluids show not only a marked positive 6180 shift
from Athabasca formation-water values to values as
hieh as - +l8yp(calculated from both chlorites and
carbonates), but also D depletion; the former trend
is interpreted to be a result of formation-water -
basement interaction; (v) 6180 values of carbonate
from veins beneath mineralization (9-22m below the
unconformity) show that a fluid high in t8O did
indeed evolve in fractured basement. A diagrammatic
surnmary of the fluid processes and their isotopic
effects is given in Figure 13.

5. The loci of chloritic arsenide/sulfide-facies ura-
nium mineralization were mixing zones (Fig. 13)
between oxidized formation-waters and reduced
fluids which had interacted with basement (reduced)
as shown by 6D - 6180 covariation. Hence, the iso-
tope data specifically show a correlation between
interpreted zones of redox reactions and UIv oxide
precipitation.

6. The presence of COr, CHo and S species has
been confirmed by gas chromatographic analysis of
gases released by heating (140-600"C fraction) both
illitic sheet silicates associated with "bleached"-facies
mineralization and chloritic material from
arsenide/sulfide-facies mineralization. COr/CHo
ratios of 28 and652 for the two examples given sug-
gest that CO2 was the dominant carbon gas species.

7. CO2 t CH4 t H2S + Hz may have formed
a physically separate gas phase: the solubilities of
CHo and CO2 are not very high in saline solutions
(-l,300ppm and - 30,000ppm, respectively).
Such a buoyant gas phase would have acted as an
efficient reductant.
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APPENDIx

Locations of s?mples for which data are given in Tables 2 Typical unminerolized Athabasca sondstone
and 4. 2038-259.5 McClean NIA

1004F407 McClean SW
Recrystallized sedinentary clay loyers in Athabosca sand- I186-460 McClean SW

stone owoy from known uranium mineralization 100l-256 NE of Candy Lake
331-87 Moffat Lake area 5 km NE of the McClean

3An-145 Between McClean Nl and McClean SE; ll8 m deposits' above unconformity
367487 2.5 km WNW of McClean Lake; 40 m above

unconformity Fine grained disseminated siderite from the sulfide and
375-502 E. of Candy Lake; 0.5 m above unconformity arsenide facia of uranium mineralization
331-U4 Moffat Lake area; 5 km NE of the McClean ZM9-534 McClean NIA

deposits; 8 m above unconformity 2W9-566 McClean N2
n39-529 McClean N4

Illite pseudonorphs of primory feldspar in oltered base- ll99-54/ McClean SW
ment ("regolith") away from mineralization 118l-546.5 McClean SW

2037-599 Outside mineralization between McClean N3 l2l0-510 McClean SW
and N4 pods 1028-542 McClean SE

3017-537.5 Between McClean Nl and McClean SE; 5.5 m 1167-537 McClean SE
below the unconformity to 542

367-677,5 2.5 km WNW of McClean Lake
367-713.5 2.5 km WNW of McClean Lake
371603.5 E.. of Candy Lakei 27 m below the unconfor- Vein siderite from within ond below mineralization

mity 190-560 McClean NIA; within basement below miner-
331-379 Moffat Lake area, 5 km NE of the McClean alization; 9 m below unconformity

deposits; 33.3 m below the unconformity 172-510 McClean NIA; in mineralization; 6 m above
unconformity :

Secondary illitefrom the hydrothermal alterotion halo and 3030-507.3 McClean NIA; nearlwithin mineralization;
from the "bleached"focies of uranium mineralization 7 m above unconformity

188-541 McClean NIA 196-580 McClean N2; in basement below mineraliza-
2038-529 McClean NIA tion; 12 m below unconformity
2M5-523 McClean NIA 120l-543.5 McClean SW; near,/within mineralization;
l8US27 McClean NIB 3.5 m above unconformity
2058-550 McClean N2 12l+565 McClean SE; below mineralization' 20 m
2N-526 McClean N2 below unconformity '::

2M5-375 McClean N2
2071486 McClean N2 Vein calcite below minerolizdion
201-533 McClean N2 2038-602 McClean NIA; coarse calcite in graphitic
2Ol9-541 McClean N3 metasediment below mineralization;22 m
2W6487 McClean N3 below the unconformity
232-513 McClean N4 ll72-598 McClean SW; calcite-quartz-suUldq;veinlet in
1136499 McClean SE graphitic metasediment beloCmineraliza-
1208458 Mc{lean SW tiory 13 m belgw the unconfonrilty


